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Biography
Taylor Crumpton is a music, pop culture and 
politics writer transplanted in Oakland, originally
from Dallas. 

As an undergraduate at Abilene Christian 
University, her experience organizing for Black students, 
in addition to her advocating for abortion rights and 
rreproductive justice, were critical stepping stones to 
informing her editorial approach. During her junior year, 
she was selected to be a fellow for Young People For’s 
Blueprints for Social Justice program, which she was 
able to channel a wealth of insight from because of her 
on-the-ground equity work. In 2016, she became a student 
journalist for Unite for Reproductive & Gender Equity
(URGE) whe(URGE) where she continued to write more about 
reproductive and abortion issues.

In April of that year, she began regularly contributing 
general and political news stories to Teen Vogue. 

In just three years, Taylor has used her collective 
experiences to create the sharp and poignant work that
she has become well-known to produce. She’s been 
welcomed to speak on the Netflix-produced 
podcast “podcast “You Can’t Make This Up”, and has even been
 recognized amongst her peers by way of her Jack Jones’ 
cultural critics index placement.

Since she’s began writing, Taylor’s bylines have appeared 
on a variety of publications, including Pitchfork, Nylon, 
Playboy, Marie Claire and others.



Selected Links

“As President Trump crafts a political agenda around 
Rocky’s detainment in Sweden’s criminal justice system
Rocky is being subjected to prison mistreatment and the 
accumulation of life-long trauma because his freedom is 
being weighed out in a justice system that refuses to 
associate his blackness with humanity.”

A$AP Rocky's incarceration is the latest 
in the continuous fight for black people 
to be granted humanity

https://www.revolt.tv/2019/7/24/20839174/a-ap-rocky-s-incarceration-is-the-latest-in-the-continuous-fight-for-black-people-to-be-granted-huma


Selected Links

“Country's gatekeepers, such as artist development experts, 
label heads, managers, and those in powerful positions, 
shifted the genre toward whiteness to produce a revisionist 
history aligned with Old Southern values, which inherently 
refer to the region's period of overtly white supremacist policies, 
like Jim Crow. Country's gatekeepers, such as artist 
development experts, label heads, managers, and those development experts, label heads, managers, and those 
in powerful positions, shifted the genre toward whiteness to 
produce a revisionist history aligned with Old Southern values, 
which inherently refer to the region's period of overtly white 
supremacist policies, like Jim Crow.”

Lil Nas X Inspires a New Reckoning 
in Country Music

https://www.papermag.com/lil-nas-x-country-music-2636041940.html


Selected Links

“As cultural productions of Black queerness are commodified into 
mainstream pop culture, we have to be protective of our 
community’s history, before its assimilation into a white 
heterosexual culture.”

The History of Camp is Black and Queer 

https://afropunk.com/2019/05/black-queer-camp/


Selected Links

“With clear ties to early-to-mid-2000s teen dramas, including 
The O.C., Gossip Girl, Secret Life of the American Teenager, 
and Degrassi, the 55-minute drama is being heralded for its unique, 
thoughtful, and even progressive portrayal of the issues currently 
affecting teens, including being filmed while performing sexual acts 
without giving consent, being slut-shamed by sexual partners, and
being in being in recovery from alcohol and drug abuse. As progressive as it 
may be, though, the series continues an ongoing trend in 
teen-centered dramas: utilizing trauma to develop Black characters.”

“Euphoria” Utilizes Black Trauma for 
Character Development

https://www.bitchmedia.org/article/euphoria-christopher-mckay-treatment-of-black-characters


Selected Links

“Parham and Simons are sons of the East Bay, born and raised. They 
come from a line of Black Panthers, and their families have made a 
tradition of providing services to locals. Empowering and educating 
is within their blood, and it’s a defining factor of what makes their 
work in Oakland authentic. They’re not in the field organizing for 
appearances or fame, but out of love for those ignored by the local 
govegovernment and the gentrifiers who contribute to the increasing 
homelessness epidemic in the East Bay.”

Long Live Oakland

https://www.playboy.com/read/hellablack


Contact

taylor@taylorcrumpton.com

https://taylorcrumpton.com

@taylorcrumpton on all platforms
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